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Aviation. Space Writers Gather In Dallas May 21
.

1711at t Association To MarkCooper .I.. l _IA

25th Anniversary In
To Utilize Live Four - Day Session
TV Broadcasting Topomc alfrom of

-lAx'c*" tclevision will be the United States' armed
used for the first time in a U.S. forces and its civilian
mannedorbitalflightdurinK aviation and space
MA-9 when a special TV Ir
camera will be monitoring the _' agencies will gather in

pilot's well being, taking Dallas Slay 21 through 24
backup i'cadings of the instru- to brief an estimated 500
ment pmm[, observing tests _ members of the Aviation/
and occasionally looking Space Writers Association
through the spacecraft window, on their latest plans.

The ten-poundcameracan Theassociationwillinarkits
be hand-held ormounted on a
bracket to the right of the 25th mmiversary at the meet-

ing and news conference in
pilot's hand controller. A spe-
cial telemetry transmitter has the Adolphus Hotel, according

" to M. L. McLaughlin ofbeen added to the spacecraft
to transmit the TV output Dallas, general chairman of
directly to the ground during "_: the event.
telemetrycontactat selected Duringthefour-daysession,

" writersfromthroughoutthe
trackingstations. " _ UnitedStatesandCanadawill

Mercury ('tmtrol Center, the
Pacific Ccmlmzm(/ Ship I_¢!uth A SPECIAL TEN-POUND TV camera will be in operation in "Faith 7" during MA-9, transmitting attend briefings by-and will
of JapanL ant[ Grand Canary live pictures to the Pacific Command Ship south of Japan, the Grand Canary Islands station have an opportunity to ques-
Islands are set up to receive and the Mercury Control Center, Cape Canaveral. Here a McDonnell Aircraft engineer assists Clan--key leaders of the U.S.
the television output, in placement of the camera, which would normally be focused on the astronaut but could be Defense Department, the Air

The TV camera data can be hand held and focused on other objects or the view outside the spacecraft. The camera, made by Force, Army, Navy, Federal
Lear Seigler, Inc. transmits one picture every two seconds over an RF communications link. Aviation Agency, Civil Aero-

obtainedonlywhenthe space- nauticsBoardandthe National

c,'aft is i,,telemetrycontact MA 9 Missio Scheduledwith a ground station properly m n Aeronautics and Space Ad-ministration. Most of the majo'r
equipped to decode the TV U.S. aerospace manufacturers

N t S Th May 15 and airlines also willbe repre-

In ordt'r to obtain ade(tuate
picture dcfi,,ition within the O O O n e r an sented.One of the highlights of the
space and weight restrictions Preparations for the sixth United States manned space flight, Mercury-Atlas 9, were in the final meeting will be a silver Anni-
imposed on the flight equip- stages as the Roundup went to press. Flight date was to be not sooner than today, versary Banquet May 21 at
mt,nt, the NCU.llrate has been
reduced to 0.5 frames per Prime pilot for the fourth Atlas boosted manimd orbital flight and the first aimed at meeting the which the presidents or board

(Continued on Page 2) original objective of the Mercury program, a one-day flight, is Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, chairlnen of some 40 major
youngest of the original seven Mercury astronauts at 36. Astronaut Alan Shepard is back-up pilot, companies will be present to

MA-9 Orbital Track on the clay' of the flight, receive silver inedal/ions from

Mercury spacecraft "Faith 7," Cooper To Sleep As Much As the association.

Covers l00 Countries is scheduled to be launched The companies-which are

Tlw22-orbittrackoftheMA- between 8:00 a.m. EST and Eight Hours, T N F d9 mission ,,,ill carry Astronaut 10:30 a.m. EST from launch est ew oo s beingaerospacehOnorednewsforf°rthemakinglast
(5)opcr over more than 100 complex No. 14 tit Cape Cana- Plans call for Astronaut L. medical studies are being quarter century-include air-
countries, islands and posses- Gordon Cooper to sleep for as carried out during MA-9, in- lines and manufacturers ofair-

sions, MSC announced last BULLETIN much as eight hours as he cluding the us,' ofa new type craft and engines. Each firmweek. circles the earth during NIA-9, of food. has been in business for at

On his first orbit, the MA-9 The MA-9 flight of Astronaut the first time "orbital sleep" The MA-9 food supply con- least 05 years.
pilot is scheduled to leave L. Gordon Cooper was post- has been attempted in U. S. sists of two types, the ready-to- Earlier that day, at Dallas
the Uuitcd States for Bermuda, poned when trouble developed flights. In addition he is to eat eat bite-size foods previously Love Field, the writers will
Grand Canary Islands, Spanish in theBermudatrackingstation a new kind of fbod and take used, in sufficient quantity to see a display of the world's
Sahara, Mauritania, Mall, AI- radar, a critical factor during his own temperature. (Continued on page 2) newest business aircraft, in-
_('ria, Ni_cr, (:had, (:cntral launch and orbital insertion. The sleep period is sched- eluding a laumber of brand-
Africa,_ Repul,lic, The Cmuzo, The flight may be attempted uled to begin at the option of Flashing Beacon newexecutivejets.

Also Oll May 21, officials of
U,za,,da, Ken>a, Australia, again today' depending on the the pilot in the ninth orbit. To Help Evaluate the Defense Department fi'omNew (kdcdonia, Fiji, Samoa, condition of the radar as of During his nap, Cooper would

the Pentagon will outline new
Christmas Island and Mexico. 6 p.m. last night, be in drifting flight. Tracking Ability developments in overall mili-Th(* see'and orbit wmdd add A first period of about two

Upper Volta, (;hamt, Spanish veral after a two-day split hours is setaside during which A flashing beacon, drifting tary aviation and space pro-
(;uinca, (;al)tm, Fc(tcration of countdown, the sleep period can start. The gradually away from "Faith 7'" grams.
llhodcsia and Nvasaland Mo- Cooper and his spacecraft ground station at Muchea is as it circles the globe, maylaelp On Y.la.v 22 the writers will

zambiquc, MahuLasy, and the are to be inserted into orbit scheduled to wake Cooper up evahlate the capability of a hearbriefingson Army aviation
Solon,on Islands. on a heading of 072.5 degrees with a signal to the spacecraft pilot to see and track a light and on new projects in the field

An_l)la, Southwest Africa, true approximately 498 statute during the 15th orbit, as source at distances of up to of airline transportation.
FR*chuanaland, South Africa, miles fi'om the Cape at an alti- determined by the flight diree- 15 miles in space. The Navy will make a pre-
Ncw (;ttinca, Marshall and tude varying from 100 miles tar. The end point allows a The beacon is one of a sentation on May 2:3, and the
Johnston Islands would I)e perigee to 171 miles apogee, minimum of two hours fi)r the dozen experiments and studies following day the Air Force
added t_. the list on the third if the mission continm?s pilot to awake before retro- to be carried out in the longest will brief the writers on such
orbit, throuvh the 22nd orbit, recto- sequence begins. U.S. manned space flight to topics as its plans to operate in

((;ontinucd on Im_e 7) (Continued on Pa,de 2) A number of other aero- (Continued on l)a_ze 3) (Continued on page 3)
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MA-9 Mission Scheduled
(Continued from page i) were selected to augment the

original seven astronauts in
fire will be initiated about 170 future (;cmini and Apollo
miles southeast of Kyushu, flights, will be assi_ned to Cape
Japan, causing the spacecraft Canaveral under the direction
to land bout 80 miles south- of Astronaut l)mmld K. Slayton
east of Midway Island. for mission orientation. They .

MSC's main MA-9 objectives are Nell A. Armstrong, Frank
are the study of effects of pro- Borman, Charles Com'ad, Jr.,
longed flight in space on the James A. Lovcll, Jr., James A.
astronaut; the verification that McI)ivitt, Elliot M. SOd, Jr.,

man can function in space as a Thomas P.Staflk)rd, Edward H.
primary, "system" aboard the White, II, and John W. Young.
spacecraft for an extended In evaluating the benefits of
period of time; and the study extended flight time, MSC
of the combined performance officials point out that "the text
of the astronaut with a Mer- books on thcor 5 have been
cur}' spacecraft modified for a exchal}gCd for text books on
full-day mission, fact."

As secondary objectives, The spacecraft for tilt, MA-9
MSC hopes to obtain the astro- flight, hax'inJZ sho;vn tre-
naut's in-flight evaluation of mend(ms [tcxibility and capa-
the operational suitability of bility tot modification, more
the spacecraft with its support- closely resembles a tl'U¢' bio-
ing elements, and to assess the nits system. The Atlas humch
effectiveness of the Mercury' vehicle, havina earned addi-
Worldwide Tracking Network tional confidcnc'e in its man-
and mission support forces rated qualities, has tmdcr_one
during an extended manned change with its new ignition
orbital flight, system. The astronauts have

Underlying the entire MA-9 changed through their itiRht
mission is the continued re- training and actual space flight
finement of equipment, sys- experiences, proving them-

CANISTER which will enclose the flashing beacon for use in an MA-9 experiment is attached terns and procedures leading selves space pilots rather than
to the retropack. William Armstrong (right) of Flight Crew Operations explains the experiment to the much more ambitious sp_tc¢!Cl'at), passengers.
to William Carmines of Langley Research Center. Apollo spacecraft flights which Barring major technical or

S l ¢1 will ultimatel'_,, and within this weather difficulties, the totalLive TV Cooper To eep, Test Foo . s decade, land two U.S. astro- daily "hohl" time prior to
nauts on the moon. launch from Cape Canaveral is

(Continued from pa_e 1) (Continued from page 1) under each of Cooper's arms. The 14 other astronauts will limited to a maximum of three

second. This necessitates spe- satisfyallcaloric requirements; Cooper will exercise twice serve as flight controllers from and one-half hours in tile event
cial equipment on the ground and experimental Gemini-type during the flight to provide a vantage points around the that delays in the launch tire
to reconstruct the picture for dehydrated food and drink, study in measured stress on world, and as trainee ob- encountered. The mission then
immediate viewing, prepacked in plastic containers the cardiovascular system. The servers. Astronaut Walter M. may be reschedt, led on a day-

At Mercury Control Center, forseconstitution during flight, exercise will also serve to tone Schirra, Jr., will serve as Cap to-day t_asis. "'Holds" may
the flight surgeon will have Preparation of the dehy- his body during the long in- Corn at Cape Canaveral. Astro- range from minutes to days.
access to a real-time monitor drated food requires the addi- activity of the flight, naut John H. Glenn, Jr., will Following recovery, the mis-
modified to use the two-second tion of water. The containers Cooper will use a two-hand serve as Cap Corn aboard the sion pih)t will remain aboard
scan speed. Five other TV have nozzles through which grip anchored to his space- Pacific Command Ship, while the Pacific aircraft carrier for a
monitors will also see the water can be added. After it is craft by a stretchable or bungee Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter 4N-hour debriefing period.
picture, but they will view it mixed, the food or drink can be cord for exercise. Pulling the will be stationed as Cap Corn Alter a six- to eight-hour lay-
on the standard scan rate after forced out through the same hand-grip as far out as is on Kauai Island, Hawaii. As- over in ftawaii, tile astronaut
electronic conversion of the nozzles. The rehydrated food allowed by a loose tether line tronaut Virgil I. Grissom will and a small part> of accom-
telemetered image, requires about five minutes of requires 60 to 65 foot pounds be Cap Com at the Guaymas, panying NASA personnel will

In addition, 35 mm fihn will mixing, of work per pull, at the rate of Mexico, station, then I)e 1-cturned directly to
be used to record the picture Other aeromedical studies one pull per second. MSC's nine astronauts, who Cape Canaveral.
on the ground, include a study of the pilot's

Both the Pacific Command water balance and kidney
Ship and Grand Canary will function, comparing body .:.
record the telemetered signal weight before and after the :.=" "-'=""

on magnetic tape for later play- flight, recording water intake :,/@.
back. The Pacific Command during flight, and analyzing
Ship will also have a real-time urine samples collected at
display at the two-second scan intervals. :'-

rate. The oral temperature mea-
The MA-9 pilot will turn the suring device for the mission

TV camera on at approximately consists of a thermister im-

the expectedtelemetryh)ck-on bedded in a latex probe,
time for each pass over Mer- stowed on the right ear muff
cury Control Center, the Pacific inside the hehnet. Cooper
Command Ship, and Grand will open his helmet visor to
Canary. He may remove the insert the probe under his
camera from its mounting at tongue. Four measurements of
any time targets of interest temperature are planned.
appear duringTVcontacttimes Blood pressure readings are
or whenever specific views are scheduled with a tailored,
requested by _round control, occluding cuff on the upper

In its mounted position, the left al'lll. There is a microphone
camera is normally directed at under the lower edge of the
the pilot. The choice of the cuff, over Cooper's braehial
appropriate lens will depend artery. The pilot will depress
on subject matter and will be the bhlod pressure "start"
determined during flight |_y button on the let}instrument g
the pilot with advice fi't)nl tile panel to inflate the cuff. ;::,4,_
monitoring ground station. Cooper's electrocardiogram

readings will come from four
sensors located on his torso, at

The initials LEM stand for upper and lower chest and

Lunar Excursion Module, the right and left sides. Two pneu- THE FAMILIAR blte-slze portions of ready-to-eat food will be used by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper
spacecraft ill which two U.S. lllO_r:.lph sensors for deterlllin- during MA-9, but in addition he will carry and test a new Gemini-type dehydrated variety,
astronauts will land on tile ing his respiration rate will be prepacked in plastic containers to which water must be added. Above are three packages of the
Moon. carried at the sixth rid level food, labeled (left to right) shrimp, apple juice, and potatoe salad.
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Cooper To Take Photos of Zodiacal '
Light, Night Airglow Layer On MA-9

Photographic data on two provide further inf\rrination on surements from Earth's surface
dim light pht'nonlt'na which the sohu energy conversion are inhibited byscatteringand
are best scrn from mltside processes occurring in the absorption of light in our
Earth's atm.sphcre will bc upper atmosphere, atmosphere.
gathcrcd durillg MA-C). They The nature of Zodiacal light Measurements of corona in- *_
are the Zodiacal light and the ix believed to be sunlight re- tensity within two degrees of
night airglow layer, fleeted from free electrons and the sun's disk during solar

lqmt(_zraphs of Zodiacal large dust particles in the eclipses show a bright halo; '_
light will help scientists to ecliptic plane, distributed out- other measurements near the
dctcrmine flu. livht's exact ward from the sun in inter- plane of the ecliptic up to 30
ori,_in, _t'onletric' distribution, planetary space, or in geocen- degrees ahead of sunrise or
and its usefulness in studying tric orbits ahout Earth. The behind sunset indicate a possi-
solar radiation and flmc aeti- intensity of the Zediaeal light ble light intensity relationship
vitx,r. 1)at;i OII th(, airglow will is relatively weak, and mea- to the solar halo.

During the MA-9 flight,

Infrared Film Will Be Used Astr.nautL  ordonCooper,,'ill attempt to obtain time

.1We ,..tr, Pictures exposureSthe on color film cover-afterFor K2_ ."

opeem a er ing eclipticregionsunset on the 16th orbit be-

\_t'ath_'r pht'll(nnetm from instruments in future meteoro- tween two degrees and 30
orbital altitudes will be photo- logical satellites, degrees from the sun, to as-
_raphed during Y,IA-,c)using in- Fihn results should provide certain if Zodiacal light is a
frared film and fllcrx, vahlable information on spec- continuous phenonrena or if it

Purpose of the experiment ix tral characteristics of the cloud arises from the two distinct
basic information in infrared and Earth radiances, of sun- processes.
rcfh'ctanc'e from the alines- light scattering by large acre- Airglow Layer JAMES McBARRON of Crew Systems Division points out a few of
phcre and desigll data of the sols, and of contrast variation The airglow consists of a the changes made in the Mercury pressure suit worn by Astro-

with wave length, weak continuum in the visible naut Gordon Cooper during the MA-9 mission. One of the

Experiment Set AHassclb]adcamerawithT0 spectrum and has three dis- changes is the boats, which now are on integral part of themm film and 80 mm lens will tinct colors -yellow frmn the pressure suit rather than being laced over it as separate items.

To Measure HF he used for this photography, sodium D lines and green and Horizon To Be t *_-'_J_.J

A holder containing the three red lines, the latter two being _nvesugateu

Antenna Output a"ers ,,,ill be inserted into the attributed to "forbidden" tran- •! R e..A first-time cxperimt',at will magazine loaded with infrared sitions in the energy states of AS N avigationa reneesensitive fihn. The U. S. Wea- atomic oxygen.

provide mcasur(,nlents of an- ther Bureau proposed this task In order to perform these Can Earth's sunlit horizon of direct use to Massachusettstcnmt l)olarizatitm and atmos-
uhcric cltbcts as,soc'iated with and ix responsible for pro- studies accurately, the pilot and atmosphere be used as a Institute of Technology in the
HF communications between cessing and sensitometric call- will make maximum use of the reliable sextant reference dnr- development of the Apolloing the mideourse phase of guidance and navigation sys-
an orbiting vehicle and ground bration of the film. ASCS (automatic control) so lunar missions? tern.
stations durinK MA-9. Results Execution of this experiment that he can devote most of his

is phumed during the 17th and attention to the tinting of his Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper This experiment is a continu-
will be directly applicable to will attempt to answer this ing effort to define an invariant
the verlica]ly polarized HE 1Sth orbits; at his own discre- photographs. question during the nation's horizon line in the atmosphere
antemm to hc used on the Lion, the pilotmay choose addi- Just after sunset, the pilot sixth manned space flight with near the Earth's surface, onetional times. The control mode will begin the first of four
(;emini spacecraft, for this stud)." will generally be sequences of Zodiacal light photographs, which could be that remains independent ofThe operational procedure
for this test requires two HF drifting flight, photographs. The photographs Radiation changing atmospheric eondi-,viii begin 15 secondsafter the tions.
transmissions from the space- (Continued from page 8)
craft, one witha28-foot-hmg Flashing Beacon sun disappears below the _ Photographic observations ofhorizon, concerning preferential direc- Earth's horizon and atmos-
al|tonlla in a horizontal posi- (Continued from page 1) The airglow will be photo- tion on the incoming radiation, phere were made on MA-7tion (horizontally polarized),
and the other with the space- date. graphed in sequences through- Data obtained should provide through blue and red filters, to
craft rolh'd .90 degrees so that The experiment is associated out the remainder of the night a qualitative test of the as- discover if there is a point of
the dipole points toward the with Gemini and Apollo mis- phase with five minute inter- sumption that radiation near sharp cutoff in either spectral
center of Earth vertically sions where visual sighting vals between sequences. Each the spacecraft is isotropie, region of the horizon or the
polarized), will serve as a means for sequence will consist of three A pocket ion chamber atmosphere which can be used

The test of the two orienta- rendezvous, photographs -- a two-minute stowed in the pilot's ditty bag for accurate navigation. The

tions will be t)erformed over Two flashing xenon lights exposure, a 30-second expo- prior to launch is scheduled to results, however, were not
an area just north of Panama will be used, battery powered sure and a ten-second exposure be secured to the hatch about conclusive.
so that the spacecraft is fairly and mounted on opposite sides with a minimum of delay ten minutes after launch. A Photographs to be taken on
close to receiving stations of a 10-pound sphere, The between exposures, radiation detecting film patch the MA-9 flight will be used
where reasonable reception lights radiate about one flash At morning twilight, the se- will also be attached to the to investigate two specific
and good coverage of the per second, and are designed quenee will be changed to hatch. The ion chamber and problems:
region just 1)eyond line-of- to equal a star magnitude of one final series of a 30-second the film patch will give a (1) to indicate a specific alti-
sight are expected, plus two at a distance of six to exposure immediately fol- rough measurement of the tude for a well defined line,

eight nautical miles. Plus two lowed by a seven-second ex- total interior radiation, and
This test will be conducted a is about the same magnitude posure taken every two The radiation reaching the (2) to resolve uncertainties

second time over the South as Pohtris, the North Star, has minutes, pilot will be measured by four arising from the atmospheric
Atlantic in a remote area where from earth, film patches worn beneath the scattering of incident sunlight.

astronaut's pressure suit-one Useful data will include red
long ranges well beyond line- The sphere is mounted on a ASWA Meetingof-sight are required for station canister on the retropack. It inside the hehnet the leftneax and blue filtered, daylight
contact, will be launched down at an (Continued from page l) ear muff, one on the right photographs ofthehorizonand

Spacecraft Coatings angle of 92 degrees from the space. Maj. Gen. William K. thigh, and two in the chest atmosphere taken at even in-flight path 15 minutes before Martin will moderate the Air region, tervals as the spaeeeraft erosses
(Continuedfrnm page 8) sunset. Under these eondi- Force news conference. In addition, one photogra- the sunlit portion of Earth.

Astronaut 1. (;or(hm (2oopcr. Lions, it will move along with The National Aeronautics phie emulsion pack will" be Photographs will also be
The coatings are six-inch the spacecraft at a gradually and Space Administration will carried in the spacecraft cabin taken during a short period of

squares baked onto a test widening angle. The pilot will conduct a news briefing on and will be located above the all four quadrants of Earth's
shin_h, IDeated at the small repeat sightings at 10-minute May "24 with Public Affairs left instrument panel. This surface and, if possible, at a
end of lhc spacecraft's conical intervals during the next three Officer John A. Powers as high-energy particle detector known time when the rising or
settle.. The three pigmc,ts to night phases, and if possible moderator. Plans call for has been provided by the U.S. setting moon would also ap-
In' tested haxt' a titanium oxide during the firs.t daylight phase, several astronauts to be pre- Navy School of Aviation Medi- pear in the picture. The first
bast', a zil'cl)ninnl oxide base Cooper will comment on the sent. NASA will exhibit one- cine. two series of photographs
aim a zinc oxide has_', appearance of the light against fourth scale models of its will be a party at Six Flags would provide excellent con>

The lt'st will provide data the star or Earth background Gemini orbital spacecraft and Over Texas, a Si0 million parisons of the horizon and
on cham.,cs in l)igt_t¢'rJt reflecti- and estimate its relative posi- the Apollo moon vehicle, entertainment center, for the atmosphere through varying'
vitv caused b 5 rrcntr> heating, tion from the spacecraft. Final event of the meeting 500 visiting writers, sunlight-scattering angles.
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M. I. T.'s Instrumentation Laboratory Teams Up W

OUTSIDE VIEW of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory building where the work on the Apollo
navigation-guidance system is being performed. The building, one of seven used by the In-
strumentation Laboratory in Cambridge, Mass., was acquired in 1961 from ITEK Corp. when

DR. STARK DRAPER (left), founder and director of the MIT MIT accepted the assignment of designing the Apollo guidance-navigation system.
Instrumentation Laboratory, is also professor and head of the
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics at M.I.T., and a the Raytheon Co., with head- of its kind tn reach the fleet and Dr l)rapcr made his first in-
pioneer in the development of inertial guidance systems for quarters at Lexington, Mass., played an important role in the crtia] transenntincnta] test in
ships, submarines, airplanes, missiles and satellites. At right and Aixll]o work heing done at naval engagen]ents of \\:orld a flight fronl Massachusetts t_l
is Dr. Walter Wrigley, M.hT. professor and education director, its Sudbury, Mass., plant, for War II Los Angeles in 1953 demon-

the system's digital computer; Toward the end of the war, strating the feasibility of such

theKollsmanInstrumentCorp., Dr. Draper and his associates systems. Since then, from the
Ehnhurst, N.Y., for the optical developedgyro-stabilized gun- l,aboratory have come the de-
unit; and the Sperry, Gyroscope bomb-rocket sights for Air signs for the inertial lcuidance
Co., Great Neck, N.Y., for the Force fighter planes and one of systelns used in Air Forc.e
system's force-measuriug ac- these saw extensive service ill Thor and Titml missilcs and

celerometers, the Korean War aboard F-86 tile Navy's Polaris missile plus
Supporting this fully-inte- fighters, the design concepts for the

grated university-industry de- Following World War II, Dr. ship's il_crtia] navigation sys-
sign team are another 300 Draper began applying knowl- tern (SINS) used aboard rot-
Instrumentation Laboratory edge about g,b,roscopic stabili- clear-powered submarines.
technicians, machinists and zation systems and feed back The Laboratory is continuing
administrative personnel as- control in the original work its work on advanced inertial
signed to the Project Apollo done in this country on inertial guidance, naxi_ation and con-

program, plus representatives navigational systems and ill- trol systems fi_r the military
from other major Apollo con- ertial guidance systems, services.

tractors, including North Essentially, these are sys- Vice President James Me-
American Aviation, Inc., terns that have a gyro-stabil- Cormack of M.I.T. has noted
Downey, Calif., the spacecr'Mt ized inner member on which that although the Apollo task is
contractor, and Grumman Air- force-measuring accelero- the largest single undertaking
craft Corp., Bethpage, N.Y., meters are nmunted. Infonna- in the 24-year history of Instru-
the LEM contractor, tion from the accelerometers- mentation Laboratory, tile In-

The building thathouses the isolated from short term dis- stitute looks on the lad/oratorv

Apollo guidance-navigation turbances by gyro and gimbel as a national resource of spe-
design work formerly was stabilization-can then be cialtalentandskillhaspledged
occupied by an electronics computed into information the Laboratory to realization of
firm-ITEK-which moved to about changes in speed, posi- Project Apoll'o as at national
new quarters on Greater Bos- tion and direction of movement goal in space.

A VIEW OF THE SYSTEMS LAB at M. h T.'s Instrumentation ton's Route 128. The building -all without reliance on any The Apollo guidancc-navi-Laboratory shows banks of electronic equipment and a stand is one of seven used bv Instru- information from outside the
used for rotation equipment. The instrumentation laboratory - gatinn system actually is more
was started just before World War II to develop lead-cam- mentatinn Laboratory in Cam- vehicle. Navigation systems than an inertial system alone.
puting gyroscopic gunsights for heavy anti-alrcraft guns. bridge and was acquired in essentially, read out this infor- Designers tire incorporating

1961 when the Laboratory ac- Inationwhileguidancesystenls into this system (the Apollo
In a three-story buil}ting of Excursion Module froln the cepted the assignment of de- actually control the vehicle and the LEM systems will be

huff-colored brick at 75 Cam- mother ship to the moon's sur- signing the Apollo guidance- automatically and guide it to a very, similar, under present
bridge Parkway, overlooking face and back. navigation system, predetermined terminal or planning) virtually all avail-
the Charles River in Cam- Two hundred of the profes- The Laboratory's founder target.
bridge, Massachusetts, 300 sional force are staff members and director is Dr. Charles Two accomplishments that able means of navigation-

celestial star-sighting, radia-
engineers and scientists are at the Massachusetts Institute Stark Draper, Professor and played key roles in uvaking tion tracking and inertial
teamed in an extensive rain- of Technolog3,'s Instrumenta- Head of the Department of such systems possible were measurements.
glingofuniversityandindnstry tion Laboratory, whichhas pri- Aeronautics and Astronautics Dr. Draper's development of
talent to help send American mary responsibility for the at M.I.T. and a pioneer in the what has come to be called the As in all of its progq'am, the
explorers to tile moon. system design. The other 100 development of inertial guid- hermetically-sealed floated Laboratory works closely with

The team is engaged in de- are on-site representatives of ance systems for ships, sub- single-degree-of-freedom inte- participatin_ contractors in
signing both the guidance- the participating contractors marines, airplanes, missiles grating g),ro, and the Labora- developing system designs,
navigation system three U.S. NASA has assigned to support and satellites, tory's development nf light- fabricating prototypes and
astronauts will use to steer the desigu ettbrt-AC Spark Dr. Draper started the but-rigid beryllium as a strut- carrying out engineering tests.
their Project Apollo spacecr;fft Plug Division of General Laboratory just prior to World rural material. Together, these Actual system production, of

to an orbit around to moon and Motors Corp., Milwaukee, War II to develop lead-tom- made possible the kind of pre- course, is l×wformed l)y indus-
back, and also the guidance- Wis., and Wakefield, Mass., for puling gyroscopic gunsights else, reliable and rugged in- try.
navigation system two of them the inertial measuring unit for Navy anti-aircraft guns. The struments needed for inertial Assisting l)r. Draper in over-
will use to steer their Lunar systems assembly, and testing; Mark 14 gunsight was the first system use. till supervision of the Labora-
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_l_'* Three of these cheerful
- young ladies represent MSC's

Mercury, Gemini and Apollo
programs as secretaries to the

project managers; the fourth :-
is secretary to one of the "_
Center's assistant directors. --, r

At top left is Miss Connie ,. _%'x L 1

Critzos, secretary to Project _ i- " :' !i_i_ i

r _ f

Mercury Manager KennethKleinknecht. Born in Newport
News, Va. she graduated from • ,_
Newport News High School _:
and attended Mary Washing-

ton College of the University _+
of Virginia in Fredericksburg. a__ /
She began her Government _-_/+,_
service with NACA in 1946
and has been with MSC since

May of last year. Connie,
whose brother, Chris, also

_-- works for MSC, likes bridge,
hiking, and most of the fine

arts, especially music.

The voice on the telephone
at top right is Mrs. Margaret
Marshall, secretary to Charles
W. Matthews, acting manager
of Project Gemini. She, too, is
a Virginian, born in Phoebus,
which is now part of Hampton,

where she graduated from
Hampton High School. Marga-
ret has had il years of

--_ Government service, five of
_7 , them with the Veteran's Ad-

ministration, and celebrated

t her four-year anniversary
with MSC last week. She is the

_1 mother of four, Stacy, 11,

Stephen, 10, Cynthia, 7 and" Donald, 5. What little spare
time she has is devoted to

i _ sewing and reading.

At lower left is Mrs. Helen

t, Statz, secretary to former
-+ Apollo Project Manager

Charles Frick until recently k
and now secretary to the act- ,ting manager. Born in Gary,
Indiana, Helen grew up in

-">"J" " nearby Whiting, where she

graduated from high school Classified
MSC Bowling Roundup before attendingtheChicagoCollege of Commerce, Univer-

l{ditor_ Note; "l'eanl standings, and high averages, series and games for the sity of Chicago and Indiana 1 ACRE \VOODED LOT IN two-car garage. Purchase equi-
four MSC howling leagues will be listed in each issue of the Roundup provided University. At Indiana Univer- SHOREACRES Beautifully ty, take over payments. Foi

the} arc turned in h', _'ednesda} afternoon one week before publication. Space sity she met and married wooded (pines, oak_, sweet information call John Jones-
requirements prohibit publishing individual art*rages. Winners of end-of-season Charles Statz, also an era- gum). Cleared. Water, gas, GA 1-2638, 10330 Carlow

trophies and a_ards _ill be listed. Those groups establishing summer leagues ployee of MSC, and they have electricity. Sewers this x e:.tl+. L_tlle, l£_tilnlollt Park, La Porte,
after the end nt the regular season are urged to turn in standings, two children, Charles II, 1 4 - -

NASA FIVE O'(.LO(£K I.EAGUE Hi Team Handicap Series: Plumwood and Sally, 1 1. Helen has eight Hestricted. Shell roads, pa\'e- after 5 p.m. ])uring day call
tMate personnt'l from Financial Man- Homes, 2895; Tigers, 2829. years of Government service, Incur planned. Schools ',3miles Ext. 7495.
agcmcnt, l.ngistics ,rod Procur_-ment Hi Team Scratch Game: Strikes and having come to MSC last June (La Porte District). HotlStOll Q o
l)i_isions. Bo_ls Monda} nights at Spares, 899; Station Masters, 854. from Redstone Arsenal. In her Yacht Club, Galveston Bay- PITCHER WANTED MSC

Fllingum lames.) Hi Team Handicap Game: Strikes and spare time she reads and is 1-i,'2 miles, NASA Clear Lake Softball Teanl needs fast

Spares, 11)10; Station Masters, 1007. active in community activities, site 6 miles. 83900 cash. (2all pitcher. Anyone interested in

Team Won Lost Hi Individual Scratch Series: Garino, Hou>ton PA;3-1:311. trying out please contact tlan-
Stl'l'I.IliRS 8_ _, 62 _. At lower right is Mrs. Lois -
BANKERS 74 46 Hi Individual Handicap Series: Cairl. Bradshaw, secretary to G. _ ° ° dy Hester, Ext. 4318 or 4319.
ALI+EY(,ATORS 63 57 661. Barry Graves, assistant direc- WINDOW AIR CONDITION-
ALI+EY( AqS 61 59 Hi lnid_idual Scratch Game: Cairl tar for information and con-

PRO(2t'RI._RS a,gY= 811V2 2+i5. trol systems. A native Texan, ING UNIT Hotpoint, 3/4 ton, The Indianapolis (Indi-

PRICIN(I 351/2 -4_/a Hi Individual Handicap Game: Cairl, she was born in Baytown and 9,000 b.t.u., 1 1.5 v. s.c., used ant) News is planning an
tti Scrie_: George Elder, 599 265. aviation ;.lnd aerospace
t|i qcam Scratch(tarot.: Alleycats, 909. Week's Highs: Sandars 518, Jevas 549, graduated from Trinity High Olle season. 895.00. Call HU 6-

Garino 201-2(11 (571)1, Reaves 200 School, Trinity, Texas, and Lee (59{37. eohmm by staff writer n. C.
MSC MFN'S LEA(tirE (528), Hensley 541, Lambert 2111 College in Baytown. Lois also Brown to herin running

IPersonnel from all divisions. Boy, Is (523),T. Lewis 201, Henderson 503. attended business college in _ _ _ weekly in the near future.

Monda._ nights at Meado_brook.) By SlYecial Request: Koplin 376. tufkin. She has been with MSC HOUSE FOR SALE OR Mr. Brown would like to
for a year. Before that she was LEASE Brick, 3 bedroom, know how many persons

Team Won Lost tligid astronomical time- secretary to the chief of the family rt)tm_, 1-1/2 baths, two- from Indiana are working, in
(7OSM()NI'TS 41 15 tal)le_, based on the motion of contract accounting branch at c [l11 garage in Fairmont Park. the Center's programs.

TIGERS _9;/= 16'/a the planets ttround the Suu, Humble Oil for five years, and Three bloc.ks from beautiful In that connection, those
STRIKES & SPARES _,-i 22 dietate the opportutdties dur- has worked for Shell Oil and sub-division swimming pool MSC employees v,,'ho are

CEE (;EES _,2 2i ins which lattnehes can lie for several attorneys. Herhus- and park; eonvenient to schot>ls natives of Indiana or who
BI.IVITS 281/2 27_/_ lll¢tde to the planets. Space band is William D. Bradshaw,I)LIM_()OI) ItOMES 2bP/= 27_/a
DirHIRI+grI.%'I)S 25 31 scientists call tltese tq_portuni- a chemical operator with Ethyl and shopping. For information have lived in that state are ICorp. in Pasadena. Lois says call John MeLeaish, GA 1- asked tO telephone the'
SHERLO(:K HOMES 1_;/_ 38'/, ties "windows." The next her hobbies are swimming, 3210, LaPorte in p.m. Roundup offiee, Ext. 3671, or

STATION MASTERS I _ 39 window for Venus will ope',t in duplicate bridge, and "enter- <> o o send in their names and ad-
FIZZI.I'HS 1" 39 tht' spring o[( 1964, and the raining o two-year-old," dresses I) 3- interoflqee mail as

Ill Team Series: F'lumv. ood ttom,,.'s, x_it_tlow for Mars in the winter daughter Sandro Leigh Brad- HOUSE FOR SALE :3 bed- soon as possihle.

25"r.+: "l'igers, 2.d)6. of thc stone y ear. shaw. room, all brick, air conditiotwd,
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Federal Employees Share
In Armed Forces Observance

Federal einployees who In till Arlncd Forces l)ay
serve as a "vital link in tribute, Civil Serxiee Con>
America's defense chain" are mission (_hairman John \V.
sharing honors with memhers Mary, Jr., said: "\Ve of the
of the uniformed Armed Forces U.S. Civil SeFviee (]ommission

at many special events through- proudly join in salutinv the
out the country and abroad members of our At-o)y, Navy,
during the 14th annual observ- Air Force, Marine Corps, and
ante of Armed Forces Week, Coast Guard who stand as a
May ll-19, formidabh, force in our Nit.-

Featured at many open lion's 'Power fin" Peace."
houses andotherspecialevents "'\Ve also salute our (;oven>
at defense installations are ment's civilian workers who
exhihits and displays that spot- are dependable partners of our
light the vital role civil servants uniformed forees in maintain-
play on our Nation's defense ill_g our 'Pnwer firr Peace.' The
team. In addition, more than more than one inillion civilian
1,000 community programs in employees ifl"the l)epartment
the United States are featuring of Defense, stationed around
parades, displays, and demon- the world, ser_e as a vital link
strations, providing the pub- ira Alnerica's defense chain."
lie and Federal employees an fie urged members of the
opportunity to make an inspec- career civil service and their

WINNERS OF THE "'MISS TRANSPORTATION" contest sponsored by the Houston transportation tion of the defense system's families to join other citizens
industry during Transportation Week included two MSC girls. They were announced on the Ames mission and achievements, in their conmlunities in honor-

Brothers television show last month. Left to right are Vic Ames; Miss Sharron lipton of Security, "Pnwer for peace," a slogan ing tim defense team, espe-
the first place winner; Miss Judy McCallum of Security, a runner-up; and Gene Ames. adopted in 1953 and used for cially in view of these days of

10 of the past 13 Armed Forces critical worhl tensions.

C & G Hoopsters Rack Up Seventh Day observanees is being spot- N'early half of all Federallighted again as the theme in employees work in direct sup-
1963. Civil service theme for port of ()tar air, ground, and sea

Conseeutive Win Over SEDD theevent,''vitalciI,ki-forces.More,ha,: SO,OOOa,e
America's Defense Chain," employed with the Army,

The Control and Guidance initial inability to clear the Looking around for a bargain highlights the important sup- nearly 345,000 with Navy, and
hoop team from the Spacecraft boards and was trailing 19-14 in engagement rings? port Defense Department civi- some 306,000 with Air Force
Technolog_ l)ivision racked bv the end of tim first quarter. If you can hold off for a few lian employees give daily to at ontposts of freedom through-
up their seventh consecutive Tim Lane-Wells lead increased years, you may be able to our Armed Forces. out tim world.
win May 1 as they trounced an to nine points midway through adorn your fiancee's finger
Energy Systems team from the second quarter before with a ring that is capped with

SystemsEwtluationandDevel- C&Gtignteneditsdefense. At a diamond-like gem from the Deputy Director's Roles Areopment Dixision 90-37. halftime the score stood 28-2.5 moon. Or you might buy your-
C & (; took all out-of Center for Lane Wells. In the third self a chunk of meteorite dia-

team, the "Edgewood Un-qnarterC&Ggottheirsecond inond. Specified In MSC Memo
mentionables," 96-68 April 17 wind aud captured a five-point According to Dr. Eugene B.

and then defeated a mixed lead. The final play saw the Koneeci, NASA's director of All line organizations now complexes and other related
team of co-op students and Lane Wells team tiring rapidly biotechnology and human )'e- report either to the deputy activities.
engineers from the Lane Wells aim the decision went to C & G search, it is quite possible that director for development and He is responsible for theBuilding 5545 at Mason Park hy 10 points, the moon contains such rare

programs, James C. Elms, or to management of all flight opera-
April 24th in their fifth and John Bell led the Lane Wells diamonds and other gems. the deputy director for mission tions conducted by the Center
sixth wins. hoopsters with 21 points while He told a group of chemists requirements and flight opera- and for developing ))ecessary

In the game against SEDD, Edmiston racked up 31 for the recently that nuclear fuel in tions, Walter C. Williams, ae- working arrangements and
C & G estahlished a lead early winners, the launch vehicles would cording to an MSC announce- agreements with the DOD.
in the first quarter and lead Another galnewas scheduled reduce tim cost of each pound ment circulated early this In carrying out tim opera-
throughout the remainder of May 7 when the Computing of payload spacecraft and al- month, tional phase of deveh)pment
the game. The final quarter and Data Reduction Center low for the recovery and re- Elms is responsible fur the programs he will solicit, con-
saw C & G score 36 points had a return match at the East turn to earth of lunar ore and inanageinent of all MSC pro- sider, and act upou suggestions
agaiust SEI)D's 11. End YMCA. possibly precious materials, jects. In this capacity, he will and recommendations of the

scoringClaudwithEdmist°n27points,leadC &fol_G GI Family Dr. Michael E. Lipschutz, an he responsible for total project deputy director for develop-__enn_ astrochemist at NASA's God- planning, but will solicit, mentandp,'ograms.
lowed hy Paul Horsman with dard Space Flight Center in consider, and act upon sugges- The Mercury Project Office
19. Jim Cioni and Max Dangh- Will Vacation Greenbelt, Md., has already tions and recommendations of will report to \Villiams in view
erty shared scoring ht)nors for discovered diamonds in a the deputy director for mis- of tim fact that upon comple-
Energy Systems with eight After Mission meteorite which fell in India sion requirements and flight tion of this project these per-
points each. Astronaut John H. Glenn, some 90 },ears ago. operations. In addition, the sounel will assulue new re-

C & G also lead all the way Jr.,plans totake aboutten days' He made the discovery deputy director for develop- sponsiHilities in the mission
against the Edgewood Unmen- vacation in Japan with his while using an X-ray analysis ment and programs is responsi- requiremeuts ztnd flight opera-
tionahles in a game high- family following the orbital technique on minute samples ble for planning, organizing, tions area.
lighted hy a third quarter scor- flightofL. Gordon Cooper. oftheDyalpurmeteorite which and directing those Center Details of the organization
ing drive that netted 30 points Glenn will be voice eommu- fell on earth May 8, 1872. A activities relating to providing reporting to the deputy
for C & G against their oppo- nicator between Cooper and a tiny fragment of the meteorite administrative and technical director for mission require-
nent's 12. Project Mercury tracking ship is in the Chicago National support_ for the entire MSC ments and flight Operations

_I[m game took on the aspect stationed about three hundred Museum which allowed Dr. operation, will be issned shortly. For the
of a family feud at times as miles off the coast of Japan. He Lipschutz to remove about Reporting to Elms are the interim, the folhrwing organi-
Jimmy Smith, (-2 & G's right passed through Tokyo ear b, in one-thousandth of a gram for following: assistant director fbr zational units will report to
guard, found himself con- May enroute to Nagasaki his research project, engineering and developmeut, Williams: MSC manager offronted hy his two hrothers, where he will board the track-
both playing for the Unmen- ing ship, the Coastal Sentry. Rep. Kenneth Heehler of assistant director for informa- Atlantic Missile Hange opera-
tionables. Team captain Ed- Ahout four days 'after the West Virginia has requested lion and control systems (other tions, Preflight Operations
ralston again led the C & G Cooper flight, Glenn will be that all Manned Spacecraft than IMCC and GOSS), assist- Division, Flight Operations
sharpshooters with 34 points joined in Japan by his wife, Center personnel native to ant director for administration, Division, Flight Crew Opera-
followed by John 1)ale with 22. Annie, and two children, that state turn in their names Apollo Spacecraft Project tions Division, Mercury Pro-
Roland Hayes led the Unmen- David, 17, and Lynn, 15, who and addresses to Gene Lind- Office, and Gemini Project ject Office, Center Medieal
tionables with 20. will arrive from their home ill I quist, assistant for Congres- , Office. Operations ()ffice, MSC mamt-

Againstthe Lane-\\:ellsteam, Houston. sionalrelations, atExt. 5233, \Villiams is responsible for ger of \Vhite Sands Missilei immediately, the development of mission Range operations, assistant
essentially the same group that NASA has successfully The request is in conner- plans and rules, crew training, director filr information and
downed Energy Systems 90-34 launched four communications tion with \¥est Virginia's operations inputs into the control systclnS (for purposes
ira Jmmary, the C & C five was satellites-Echo, Telstar, Re- July centennial, developmental effort, develop- of I*ICC and (;()SS imple-
haunted 1)3' had passing and an lay, and Syncom. ment of ground and control mentation).
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h Industry To Design Apollo's Navigation System

_r

ASTRONAUT JOHN H. GLENN peers through an early prototype of the space sextant to be
incorporated into the guidance.navigation system aboard the Apollo spacecraft. Glenn in-
spected the equipment during o visit last December to the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory.

Kollsman Instrument Corp., AC Spark Plug Division of General Motors and Raytheon Co. are x
participating in the system design and development of the Apollo guidance system.

WELDING OPERATIONS are not usually thought of as being
tor\'s design pr(l_rluns, inchK{- of the astronauts, who will assure they meet the moon. done under a microscope, but the minute precision welding
illgApl)llo,ar( +t}le iAd)()rat(ir_'s lleed to in_&e star, moon and This is mid-course navigation, being done in this photograph is part of the highly sophisti-
two \sso(iatc I)ircctors earth siffhtin_s, maintain the The navigator uses special cated technology required in space-age development. MIT

designed both the guidance-navigatlon system for the Apollo
t_c)_(,r _ \_l (l ti] 5 , \_]l() WiL>a e(luil)lliell{:t][(]("[t_1]"_"()tit simi- instruments to ineasure angles command module and that of the lunar excursion module.
principal engin('er iu develop- lar tasks. The system will between fixed stars and the
ment of inertial _uidance function either automatically earth or moon and computes
svst(..ins froul their cat-[._ I)e_in- or ntannally during; re-entry, position in much the sanle way
uings, atn/I:orrest E. Houstmi, The Apollo mission will a mariner nses his sextant tn , *
who was a l.al)l)ratory leader in begdn at Cape Canaveral, Fla., nleasure angles between stars : ' "::_!_ .

s3rstelllS alld %%'h()is a co-holder side the spacecraft atop a 300- real difference betvveeia earth- v.:

of patents oil SINS. foot Saturn rocket. During bound celestial navigation and _ _-_7-_-
l)irccting the specific Apollo lift-off and the launch phase, that used in space is that each

effort tit tin + [_a[)()ratory is with the rocket arcing eastward ineasurement with the former
Miltml B. Tra_zcser, whojoined over the Atlantic Ocean, an- is used to determine position q_l_
the I_abnratory staff in I951 other inertial guidance similar on the earth's surface, while /
after _raduati<m from M.I.T. to that in a missile will control each measurement in space ./41_.
and who participated in dexel- the Saturn to a five-nfiles-per- will determine a conical sur- .¢
opment of the Thor and Titan second velocity and to a circu- face or which the spacecraft "+_: :
systems. Technical director of lar earth orbit, lies. Three of these measure-
tile Apollo design is 1)avid. G. In orbit, the astronauts will ments can determine three in-

tidal, who held a similar post make celestial sightings and tersecting cones in space, the
in the l+aboratorv's develop- other ol)servations in prepara- cmmnon point of which locates
merit i,f the Poiaris nlissile tion for blasting away from tile the vehicle.

t_uidalwc systems, earth and into a traushmar Ten hours after being -'
Under present design con- trajectory. This injection into boosted onto atranslunarorbit, _+-,

cepts, the Apollo system will the trans/unar od)it will again the spacecraft will be a third of
have three major snl')systelns- use inertial guidance to ac- the way to the ntoon, but its : - .- t
the optical unit containing a hieve the precision needed, velocity will have dropped to DRAFTING ROOM W-7 is one of three in the Massachusetts
te]escll]_' aud space sextant, \Vhen the injection rocket cnts ")0per cent of its original value, Institute of Technology Instrumentation Laboratory building
the inertia[ measuring unit offand is staged, the spacecraft dne to the influence of earth given over to designing the Apollo guidance and navigation
colltaillillg the _imhals, _yro- will have achieved its highest gravity. This means the rest of system. Three hundred engineers and scientists are teamed
scolx, s and accelerometers to velocity of the trip-ahnost the trip will take considerably in an extensive mingling of university and industry talent.

measure force changes, and seven miles per second. From longer, withinthe guidance-navigation and heating and deceleration
the digital colnputer, here is it coasting uphill away After two days, the space- system to achieve a lunar orbit forces will be critical. Snccess

The lhree major subsystems from the g'ravitational pull of craft will be 70,000 miles from from which two astronauts will depends on hitting the atmos-will lie nlounted _is a unit in the eart[].

the lower eqnipment bay of Oil the moonward trip, the the moon and moon gravity descend to the moon surface ill phere act the right augle: too
- will begin changing the shape their LEM, likewise equipped deep a cut would cause execs-

the Apollo spacecrM't. In earth vehicle will be in a free-fall of the vehicle's trajectory" from with similar equipment for sire heating and acceleration,
parkingnrllit, during tile trans- trajectory, which the astronauts the long earth-elliptical trajec- guidance and control during too shallow a cut wonld result
fers fronl earth-orl)it to a moon- will check carefully with their tory to a hyperbolic pass close descent and ascent and rendez- in a skipout. Because of careful
orbit, and troni the moon orhit guidance-navigation system to the moon.
back to the eartli, the system making such course corrections vous. navigation, neither is likely to
will be nndor the direct control as are necessary in order to After three days, the space- The trip back to earth is simi- happen.

craft will have curved around lar to the outgoingleg, but now During all phases of the
to the back side of the moon to the earth's gravity causes velo- Apollo mission, the crew will

Editor's Note: This is the fifth in a series of articles designed its closest approach on this city to increase. The earth's be directly, inw)lved in the
to acquaint _%ISC personnel with the Center's industrial trajectory. If nothing were atmosphere will be used to re- navigation, guidance and con-
family, the contractors and subcontractors who make MSC done, the vehicle would con- duce this velocity before earth trol, enhancing the success of
spacecraft, their launch vehicles and associated equipment, tinue around the ninon and landing in a re-entry similar to the mission with their training
The nmterial <In these two pages was furnished by the Office start back to earth. Hence, the that of a ballistic missile nose- and with their ability to make
of Public tlelaiions, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. crew will employ inertial and cone. However, the velocity decisions in the face of tin-

optical sensing all contained and energy will be much higher predictable problems.
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TheSPACENEWSROUNDUP, an official publi- WELCOME MSC PERSONA L I T Y
cation of the Manned Spacecraft Center, ABOARD Robert E. McKann TrainedNational Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion, Houston, Texas, is published for MSC Thirty-one personnel joined

personnel bythe Public Affairs Office. MSC between April 21 and As A Naval Architect In NYC
May .3.

Director .............. Robert R. Oilruth Flight Crew Ot)erations A native Virginian who began Iris career as a naval architect
Public Affairs Officer ...... John A. Powers Division: Joseph J. Ko[nick, has shifted from seagoing ships to space ships with Xlammd
Chief, Internal Communications . Ivan D. Ertel and Diane C. Dore. Spacecraft Center. He is Robert E. NlcKann, chief of the Engi-

Flight Operations: Jackson herring and Data Measurement Office for Project Mercury.
Editor .................. Anne T, Corey B. Craven, Jr. Born April 20, 1920 in Nor-

Computation and Data Re- folk, McKann shifted to Au-

O_ / _i Z_ __ 1 duction Division: William N. gusta, Ga. Philadelphia, Penna.

Trahan, Harold Stephenson, ancl back to Norfolk during his
Boy' L. Eason, Jr., Kenneth G. high school years. After one
Truman, and Clay E. Me- yearatVPI in1938-39, hetrans-

_,_, Cullough. ferred to the Webb Institute of
Instrumentation and Elec- Naval Architecture in New

__ tronic Systems Division: York City, from which he

Charles L. Ritterhouse, and graduated in 1943 with a B.A.
Sharkey Baghdasarian. in naval architecture.

Logistics Division: Kelly G. Far from idle during his
Parden. college summers, he had al-

Ground Systems Project ready worked as carpenter's
Office: Nannette H. Chapman. mate in a Norfolk shipyard, a ?

Procurement and Contracts: shipfitter's mate in a Newport
\Villiam H. Yarborough. News shipyard and a deisel

Sgstems Evaluation and mechanic for the B,ogers Diesel
Development Division: Gerald and Aircraft Co., Bronx, N.Y.
L. Shinkle, Charles D. RenD, Immediately following grad-
and Frank A. Knox. nation he went to work for the

Personnel Division: Lois M. Marinship Corporation of San-
Nelson, and Richard E. Hall. salito, Calif., as an assistant

Apollo Project Office: Rich- marine engineer working on
• ard J. Kowalezyk, Lonita L. engineering drawings of pip-

Roach and Bruce A. Coker. ing and lnachinery aboard
White Sands Missile Range U.S. Navy tankers.

Operations: Mary J. Till. A year later, he was hired by Robert E. McKann
Gemini Project Office: Har- NACA at Langley Research Mercury flight a lot of data

mon L. Brendle. Center's hydrodynamics labo- comes out which must Ire put
Spacecraft Technologg Divi- ratory, which was involved in in workabh' fOllll quickly and

/ sion: Joe M. Thames and Carl seaplane research, accuratel}, l)ecause other
,'" ,:% W. Blair. During McKann's more than launches are coming up,"

Space Environment Division: 15 years with LRChe designed McKann explained. "'Otu" job
_'_--" Bruce C. Stepheiason. much of the equipment used to is making sure the information

7._5 Technical Services Division: investigate landing character- from the tligl_ts is avai|ahk, i_
Rees H. Unelerhill. istics of land planes forced easily understood form as soon

Technical Information Divi- down in water, and partieip- as possible. One measure of
sion: Barbara A. Pawlak, and ated in full-scale ditching tests the effect this data has is the

Will 1 Iris A. Garner. of B-i4"s. He drew plans, number of changes in the
MOOn Co ol"_izers Administrative Services worked out test programs and spacecraft, based on what we

Division: Paulene R. Kline, analyzed and reported on test found (rut was good and what
Be Cave Men? and Pete D. Strahl. results in a number of flying was bad about it. Making tara-

boat research series, surements and getting answersMen may have to start their civilization on the
moon pretty much as they started it here on earth- _P_[_]_ In 1951, he supervised a is the lifeblood of research.group of aeronautical research My background at LRC was
as cave men. scientistsconcernedwith sub- thereforea _reathelp to me in

Dr. Roy G. Brereton, senior geophysicist at Aero- -/tLLLI_IIL/_I_/_ _1_ merged and partially-sub- the Mercur_ program."

jet-General Corporation, suggests the strong likeli- A CHRONOLOGY OF merged bodies, working out McKalln is married to the

hood that (1) there will be caves, or lava tunnels, on EVENTSIN SPACE techniques for evaluating the former Betty Hewitt, born in

the moon, and (2) that moon colonizers will have to EXPLORATION AND stability and control character- Kendall Nevada but raised in
seek refuge in them from deadly radiation. RESEARCH. istics of submarines, determin- Utah. The McKanns have five

Periodically, he points out, the moon will be Five Years Ago ing boundary layer profiles in children, Mary, who will Ire 18water on the RM-10 missile, in August; 5,like, 16; Christo-
Mag 1, 1958 - Scientific and investigating forces on pher, 13; Robert, Jr., ll; and

bombarded with atomic fragments caused by solar findings from two Explorer struts for use with hydrofoils Kathy, 4.
and cosmic storms, making the immediate surface of satellites disclosed the Van and hydro skis. To the remark that he has a
the moon a death-trap of biologically lethal radiation. Allen radiation belt, He conducted an investiga- basketball team there, McKann

During certain cycles of solar activity, the moon Four Years Ago tion into the hydrodynamic replies that Ire has the court to
pioneers can expect 10 or 11 such storms ayear, some May 12, 1959 -- Training qualities of the Convair play in, too-a project he set

lasting for several days. program for nation's first group "Skate" and a number of up on the two and a half acres
of seven astronauts announced NACA low-drag planing type of land surrounding the "'old

The earth would be similarly imperiled were it not by National Aeronautics and hulls for seaplanes, house" where tire McKanns
for the fact that the atmosphere surrounding the earth Space Administration. For several years he was in live in Houston. When he isn't
filters and traps the atomic fragments. Three Years Ago charge of a high speed sea- working or supervising a

With no such protective atmosphere on the moon, May 19, 1960-TIROS I plane research program involv- basketball game he can some-
the settlers there will have to head for the caves as weather satellite spotted a ing transonic and supersonic times Ire found tinkering in his
bomb shelters and hibernate like the dinosaur- tornado storm system in the water-based aircraft, and in home workshop.

threatened Flintstone family of early earthly eiviliza- vicinity ofWiehita Falls, Texas. 1959 was appointed branch
Two Years Ago head of the Large Scale Hydro- Echo is the only man-made

tion. May 25, 1961 - President dynamics Branch. satellite than can Ire seen with-

If a lunar cave man wanted to venture abroad dur- Kennedy asked the Congress In January of 1960, McKann out the aid of special ol)tical
ing such a storm, he'd have to wear an all-enclosing to provide funds to meet a transferred to Space Task instruments.
loincloth of thick lead, so heavy he'd probably not be national goal before the end of Group as an aeronautical re-

able to move anyway, this decade of landing a man search engineer in the Flight ""vVe can hardly expect to

So oldlead-in-his-pants will probably have to resign on the Moon and returning Systems Division. Later Ire achieve p_e-eminence in space

himself to his lot and make the best of it, chiseling him safely to Earth. transferred to Project Engi- if we content ourselves with
One Year Ago herring and took over his pre- Earth-orbital experiments

interesting little cave-side murals and dragging his May 24, 1962 - Astronaut sent job upon the formation of while the /qu.s'.s'ians proceed to
wife around by the hair until the storm subsides. Scott Carpenter completed Mercury Project Office in 1961. the Moon, and be!lond.'"

--Cartoon by Pete Bentovoja, Los Angeles Examiner. three orbits of the Earth in "Anytime you are involved James E. \Vebl)
Copy l)y l)on Bailer Heprinted courtesy, of Aerojet-General. Mercury spacecraft, in something like a Project NASA Administrator
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Apollo Drop Test
Is Successful At

Northrop Ventura

The first drop test of the [
Project Apollo earth landing !system was accomplished suc-
cessfully, by Northrop Corpora-
tion, EL Centro, California
May 3.

Released from a specifically 2
modified U. S. Air Force C-133

cargo plane at altitude, a _.
boilerplate test vehicle, dupli-
cating the size and weight of
the Apollo spacecraft colnmand
module, was safely landed by
a Northrop Ventura cluster of
three ringsail parachutes.

'\ It was the first in a series of

tests in qualifying the system
for earth landing, after return
from a lunar iuission.

Operation of the landing
system was initiated at 25,000

"FAITH 7" was the name Astronaut t. Gordon Cooper picked for feet by an altitude switch that
his spacecraft. Here the name is being applied by B. R. Schuster, fired a small explosive charge _1_
McDonnell Aircraft Corp. engineering draftsman. The name separating the apex cover lo- f
designated faith in the contribution of the mission to man's eatedatthetopofthecommand
knowledge to the universe, no matter how long it goes. module from the vehicle. One ,_g.-

second after apexcoversepara-

T th d B 11 E i tion, a mortar was automatic- ASTRONAUT L. GORDON COOPER explains the 16 mm handheld
e ere a oon xper ment ally fired deploying a 13-foot camera which will be used aboard "faith 7" during MA-9 to

(Continucdfronl page be) or Earth backgrounds, diameter conical ribbon stabil- his back-up pilot, Astronaut Alan Shepard. The camera, de-
ization drogue parachute. At signed by McDonnell Aircraft Corp., is one of several special

tions of the ]mlloon. The hal- Tile 16 mm camera with approximately" 15,000 feet the cameras which will be used during the mission.
loon should be relatively sta- wide angle lens will also be drogue chute was discon-
bilized within about ,90 sec- used for four or five sequences nected and three i6-foot dia-
onds; the camera ,,'ill be of the balloon and its motions meter ringslot pilot chutes Track Covers 100 Countries
turned off at this point, during the towed phase, were deployed.

l)mine the towed phase of Just prior to balloon jettison, Fifteen seconds after pilot (Continued from Page 1) Ethipia, Yemen, Saudi Arabia,
this experiment, motions of the 1(5 mm camera with tele- chute deploylnent, a cluster Oman, (West) Pakistan, Nepal,
tho ball¢.,r_ it,lm','cl bx :lt*i- ph(_to lt.ns will be started. The of three Northop Ventura 88- Tile fourth through the fif- Tibet, Tuauu)tu Archipelago,
tudu changes of the spacecraft precision tracking task re- foot main ringsail parachutes teenth orbits should include Egypt, Ira1 h Afghanistan, B.e-
will be kept to a mininmm, quires that the pilot hold the were deployed in areetedcon- Bahamas, Indonesia, Carolina, public of China, Elliee, Samoa,
The pilot will comment on all retro attitude horizon scribe dition for six seconds, the reef- Wake Island, Midway Island, Cook Islands, Sierra Leone,
ohservati<ms and spacecraft mark in the window on the ing lines on the chutes were Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Guinea, Libya, Jordan, Iraq,
nlaneuvering for onboard re- balloon for approximately two automatically eut andthe main British Guiana, Philippines, New Hebrides, Peru, Manri-
Col'din_z: this will include minutes as it recedes and drops ringsail parachutes were fully MarianaIsland, Marcus Island, tania, Algeria, Israel, Syria,
times, spacecnfft attitudes and below the spacecraft. There- deployed, safely landing the Ecuador, Peru, Basutohmd, Cambodia, Maorcco, Tunisia,
rates as well as the position of after, the pilot will note the boilerplate test vehicle at a Thaihmd, Viet-Nam, Chile, Panama, West Indies, Aden,
the lmlloon, whether or not the appearance and ease of sight- rate of approximately 30 feet Bolivia, Argentina, Paraguay, Guatemala, British Honduras,
line is taut, period and ampli- ing from general observations; per second, well within hmnan Maldive Islands, Ceylon, Btu'- and Cuba.
tnde of balloon oscillations, in about five minutes, the hal- tolerance, ma, Laps, ChiFta, Japan, Beginning with the sixteenth
appar('nI c,(llor ()r shape loon should lie near the visual Hawaii, Uruguay, Tanganyika, orbit, the MA-9 spacecraft will
changes, an,_]c of'lighting, and limit on the horizon :J.lld nearly Somalia, India, East) Pakistan, fly ahmg tile tracks of the

itsal)pearanceaaainstthc sky three miles away. Cabin Cooling  ,ar uesasIslands, Sudan, initial sevenort)its.

. _ _,.... (Continued from page 8) _i
::: Priortothestartofthetest, .__

the pilot will record cabin air
temperature, cabin and suit
heat exchanger dome tempera-
tures, suit temperature and the
coolantvalvesettingsforboth __
the cabin and the snit. He will ,_:_
then switch the cabin fan off

and close the cabin tempera-
ture control.

At several minute intervals

and whenever suit coolant

_-'__ _. valve changes are necessary,-L he will record time and the
above mentioned tempera-
tures and coolant valve set-

tings. Electrical loads and in-
verter temperatures will be
checked frequently until ten>
peratures are stabilized, to
insure that no failures are ira-

raiment from overheating
equipment. ,i

If temperaturesremainsta- ,_
ble withintestlimits,tilecabin
fan and water coolant will re- Imain off until approximately

PRIME RECOVERY SHIP for MA-9 is the U. S. S. Kearsarge, at
sea about 60 miles south of Midway Island. The Kearsarge two hours before retrose-
was also prime recovery vessel for the "Sigma 7" spacecraft quence. This will include the MATING OF SPACECRAFT 20 to the Atlas launch vehicle took
of Astronaut Walter M. Schirra during MA-8. Schirra splashed rest period, if t_,mperatures place on Pad 14 at Cape Canaveral last month as preparations
down within sight of the vessel, the closest mission-ending rema.irlat asafe ]exe] and have for MA-9 went into high gear. "Faith 7" is programmed for a
to any recovery vessel so far in U.S. space flights, been stable for sevcral hours. 22 orbit mission lasting more than 30 hours.
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i CooperWillTryToObserve
High Intensity Ground Light

A high intensity xenon light at Bloeinfontein in the Union of
SouthAfricawillbe turned on fora three-nfinuteperiodduring
MA-9, when Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper's "Faith 7" is within
range on the sixth or 21st orbit.

The spacecraft ,viii be RadiationLevels

orientedto observethe light

on only one occasion, depend- At Orbit Heighting on that best weather con-

ditions over Bloemfontein dur- TO Be Measured
ing the two possible times.

The information obtained Radiation levels at Mercury

will indicate the feasibility of orbital altitudes will be reed-
using ground or high altitude sm'ed during MA-9 to give
lights as navigation fixes for additional data on the decay of
midcourse and near-Earth the artificial radiation belt

THIRTY-INCH TETHEREDBALLOON which will trail behind Faith 7 during part of MA-9 in a double corrections during Project created by high altitude nu-
experiment involving aerodynamic drag and tracking is shown to William Armstrong (right) by Apollo. clear detonations.
William Carmines, of Langley Research Center, who developed it. The canister which will house It is also designed to pro- One of two Geiger cmmters
theballoon lies on the table to the right of the inflatecl sphere, which is colored a bright orange, duce rough data on light at- mounted on the retropack will

MA-7 Tethered Balloon Experiment phere.tenuati°nthrough the atmos- hemisphericalViewradiatiOnarea.flUXThisfrOmGei_a
In the latter respect, data ger counter surveys a region

To Be Repeated With A New Twist will be used in conjunction unobstruc'ted by the spacecraft,with the window attentuation and is unaffected by radiation

The tethered balloon first used during the MA-7 flight of Astronaut Scott Carpenter will be experiment to obtain accurate scattered by the spacecraft
emph)yed again during MA-9 in another attempt to measure aerodynamic drag. results, structure. The second Geiger

The drag portion of the experiment during MA-7 failed when the balloon did not fully' inflate. The pilot needs only the counter is shielded to register
The balh)on's nmlti-coh)red segments, however, did indicate that flourescent "day-glo" orange extinction photometer and incoming radiation directly
is one of the most-visible colors in space, and the entire balloon will be of that color during MA-9. standard light source in the ahead of the heat shield refIion.

A second portion of the spacecraft. Usefuldata fromthese Gei-
MA-9 experiment will inw_lve When the package clears the Faith 7 To Test New The purpose of the window ger counters will be recorded
the tracking and ranging of the container, a spring-loaded Spacecraft Coatings attenuation experiment is to any time when the radiation
balloon after its release from valve on the nitrogen bottle As much as 10 to 15 degrees obtain data for an evaluation of experiment switch is ON,
the towed position, will open, and the balloon will might be taken off the cabin the transmission of light when the tape recorder is

The balloon and small nitro- inflate to a 30-inch-diameter temperature if a spacecraft through the spacecraft win- running, and when the radia-
gen inflation bottle are pack- sphere in less than one second, were protected with a low dow. tion levels are within the range
aged together in a three-inch- One end of the nitrogen absorptivity coating instead of Readings are to be obtained of the instruments.
diameter container in the an- bottle is attached to the balloon the present dark colored oxide, at opportune moments for the Trapped fission electrons
tenna canister. The container while the other endis fastened according to theoretical calcu- pilot and whenever identifi- spiraling along Earth's magne-
door will open, and the de- to a roll of annealed aluminum lations, able stars are in view during tic flux lines will be the pri-
flated balloon and bottle will foil eight feet long. This foil To test the theory, three either the daylight or night mary source of the radiation to
be ejected bv a compressed serves as a shock absorber by types of white coatings will be phase, be measured. When the space-- craftattitudesare known,a
spring and piston, tethered by unrolling during deployment, exposed to reentry heating John W. Young, 32, of San crude estimate may be made
the 100-foot-long, five-pound The outer end of the tether- during the MA-9 mission of Francisco, is NASA's youngest
test, nylon line. ing line is attached to the shock (Continued on page 3) astronaut trainee. 'Continued on page 3)

" absorber, and its other end is

Cabin Coolant connected to the free endofa
cantilevered strain gauge beam

To Be Turned Off locat d. the spaeecraft. Aero-
dynamic drag on the balloon

In MA-9 Mission pu. which is regis-
\Vhat happens in the Mer- tered by the strain gauge and

cury spacecraft when the cabin recorded onboard. (The maxi-
cooling system is out opera- mum drag force will occur at
tion? perigee and is expected to be

MA-9 may determine this on the order of 0.015 pounds.)
when for the first time the At the completion of the
cabin cooling system is turned experiment, the balloon will
off. MSC engineers predict be cut free and tracked. This
that the maximum stal)le tern- will give some idea of fuel
perature in the cabin with be usage versus accuracy during
within tolerable limits for both precision tracking in space and
equipment and the pilot. The also will provide the pilot with
pilot will be using his suit a known object for estilnations
cooling circuit only during the of range and appearance.
experiment. Balloon deploy'ment is pro-

The test is designed to pro- posed for approximately five
vide design data for futme heat minutes after sunrise on the
exchal_ger systems, sixth orbit. Prior to deploy-

it will begin during the fifth ment, the 16 mm camera with
orbit after the cabin has ac- wide-angle lens will be

hie_ed generallystabletern- mounted in its bracket and _I
peratures. Both pilot and turned on to record the balloon
ground stations will monitor extension sequence.
the cat)in and suit tempera- After deployment, the pilot
tures, and the pilot will adjust will pitch down five to ten

his suit coolin_ svstem appro- degrees-slowly-in order to WATCHING AND WAllING during America's sixth manned space flight will be Mrs. lrudy
priately observe and comment on too- Cooper, wife of Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, and the couple's two daughters, Jan, 12 (left) and

(Continued on Page 7) (Continued 01l ])age 7) Cam, 14 (right). Cooper's flight is to be the longest of any U. S. astronaut to date.


